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2.7. In- and Output

n Most programs have to be in contact with the
"outside" to function

n They have to get data and they have to output data
n And they might have to react to events happening in

the outside (see 2.6)
n Nevertheless, many programming languages treat in-

and output much as an afterthought, abusing one of
their data structures/concepts to deal with the world
outside
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Pascal: text files (I)

n In- and output in Pascal are handled via files
n Every file that is intended to exist either before or

after a program has run has to be declared as
program parameter after the program name:
program iotest (input, output, myfile, yourfile);

…
n With the exception of input and output, all files

mentioned as parameter have then to be internally
declared as a file variable
var myfile : text;

yourfile : file of real;
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Pascal: text files (II)

n The standard operations of files can now be used
n text-files allow for additional operations and

predicates:
eoln, writeln, page, readln

n If no file is given to those operations, then they refer
to input, resp. output

n If we have elements of a basic data structure in a file,
then read, readln and write, writeln can handle the
conversion between these structures and the text file
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Java: files and streams

n IO-handling in Java is performed using the package
java.io

n Among others, this package contains classes
InputStream and OutputStream and File

n Streams can be files, but also pipes and other data
streams

n File allows to get data about directories and files in
them

n Most streams have read, resp. write methods and close
methods; some have flush and reset methods
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IO-handling in imperative
programming

n Most imperative languages treat input-output as
reading and writing to files

n This includes seeing devices (monitors, keybords,
printers) as files, although the connection is done
using the operating system

n There are often extensions of the imperative
languages (machine-dependent) that allow for
graphical output, resp. input from special devices
(mouse)
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IO-handling in object-oriented
programming (I)

n IO-handling in object-oriented languages is not very
different from imperative languages

n Treatment for objects has to be included (serialization
in Java, for example)

n Since relations between objects are based on
messages sent between them, including several
parallel strains of processing (and communication
between them) can be (rather) easily included (see
2.8)
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IO-handling in object-oriented
programming (II)

n There are also extensions to many object-oriented
languages that connect to
l Data bases
l Middleware


